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RIVAL EXPLORER DECLARES

CAPTAIN

SCOTT ARRIVED

ALMOST

COLONEL ROOSEVELT
THOUGHT
VISIT OF MR. PERKINS AT HIS
HOME NOT UNUSUAL

ALL

RQALD AMUNDSEN. FAMOUS

NORWEGIAN, CONFIRMS THE

REPORTS

OF

YESTERDAY

Five Men Were in (he Exciting Race for
the Attainment of the Farthest
South

The quest for the latter has been
through great fields of open water and
floating ice, whereas the south pole
Is situated on land.
Scores of navigators have perished
in the quest of the poles, hut relative
ly few in trying to reach the south
pole. The problem has not been one
of reaching the pole over floating ice,
but of passing rapidly over the snow
covered foothills of the mountain
range and terrifying glaciers.
It is said on good authority, according to a special dispatch received here
today from Christiana, Norway, that
Captain Roald Amundsen, the Nor
wegian explorer and leading rival of
Captain Scott, did not reach the south
pole.

MADE

FINAL

DASH

NOVEMBER

LAST

The King Not Informed
ChriBtiana, Norway, March 7. King
Haakon of Norway, who was to have
received the news from Captain Roald
Amudsen if he had been successful
in attaining the south pole, has not
received any communication from the

Discovery of the Antarctic Pole Is Not Considered of Such Great
Importance as the Finding of the Opposite Polar Re
explorer.
gion on Account of the Greater Amount of Free Water,
King Haakon's adjutant said that
should private news arrive from CapWhich Made Travel Less Dangerous Other Explortain Amundsen it would place the
ers Have Not Been Heard From
king in a somewhat awkward position
s
Wellington, N. Z., March 7. Cap- tain Roald Amundsen, the Norwegian
explorer, stated today that Captain
ticott, the British explorer, reached
Ahe south, pole.
!

mes
London, M3fen 7. The first
sage with !he definite statement from
Amundsen that Scott had reached the
south pole, was received from Wellington, N. Z by the Daily Express.
The cable dispatches from New Zealand announcing that Captain Scott
had found the south pole come as a
startling climax to the race which
five explorers of different nationalities have been making to reach this
last extremity of the undiscovered
portion of the globe.
Captain Robert Falcon Scott started
on his expedition from Port Chalmers,
New Zealand, on November 29, 1910.
He was well equipped for his dash
for the farthest south, having made
a previous expedition under the direction of the Royal Geographical society.
At that time he attained a record
of 82 degrees 30 minutes, which remained the record up to 'the time of
Lieutenant Shackelton's notable exShackleton pushed further
ploit
south and In 1907 reached 88 degrees
23 minutes, or about 100 miles from
the south pole. This remained the
of
record and inspired navigators
many nations to attempt the culminating feat of reaching the pole.
Captain Scott took the route by way
of Australia and New Zealand. He
Bailed due south into Ross Sea, a
great stretch of water reaching toward the south pole. His chief competition was Captain Roal Amudsen,
who was commissioned by the king of
Norway and the Norwegian government. Amundsen choose the route by
way of South America, as against
Scott and three others, who went by
the Australian route. Amundsen left
Buenos Ayres on hoard the steamer
Pram toward the close of 1910. He
passed through the Straights of Mag
ellan and then steered for Ross Sea,
the same sheet of water which Scotl
had gained by way of the New Zealand and Australian route.
Captain Scott planned to follow the
same land trail that Shackelton had
taken. This is along a mountain
range, thought .to be an extension of
the Andes range running southward
through South America.
At the furthermost point of Ross
Sea, Captain Scott debarked his parly from his ship, the Terra Nova. At
this point stands the great volcano
Mount Erebus, from which rises constantly a great volume of steam. It
is one of the dread localities of the
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FOR ' MYSTERY OF THE
SHOO TING IS

METHOD

ACTION

UNSOLVED

NEW

PRESIDENT TO TAKE THE DI8TRICT ATTORNEY FRENCH DE
OF OFFICE BY MEANS
CLARES STATE CAN HANDLE
LAWRENCE SITUATION.
OF TELEGRAPH

ATLANTA

OATH

AT

PEKING

NATIONAL

ASSEMBLY
DECIDES
YUAN WILL NOT BE OBLIGED
TO GO TO NANKING

TO SUPPRESS

FIND

San Francisco, March 27. The na
tional Chinese assembly, in session at
Nanking yesterday, sanctioned the
inauguration of President Yuan Shi
Kai at Peking and agreed that he
should not be required to go to Nan
king, according to a cablegram received here today. The oath, it was
stated, would be given by telegraph,
this plan having been substituted for
the earlier proposal of administering
it to Vice President Li Yuen Heng
as the president-elect'- s
proxy.
Owing to the seriousness of the
situation in Peking, the governor of
Canton, says the dispatch, has ordered 10,000 loyal republican troops to
that city to assist In suppressing the
the riots.
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H. GRACE.

SHERMAN LAW WAS VIOLATED WAS INJURED WHILE DRUGGED
FEDERAL

AUTHORITIES BELIEVE
ACTION IN RESTRAINING CHILDREN WAS ILLEGAL.

MAN DECLARES
OR "DOPY"
CEIVED

WASHINGTON
ESTED

IN

80CIETY IS INTF.RTHE MA88ACM

HE WAS A8LEEP

WHEN HE

RE-

HIS HURT.

MAIN

WOMAN QPOKMRES SHE IS INNOCENT AND IS SUPPORTED BY
VICTIM'S MOTHER.

-

STRIKE.

CAPITAL

POLICE ARE TRYING TO
WHO WOUNDED

OUT

EUGENE

RIOTS WOMENSTILL ATTEND HEARING THE

TEN THOUSAND LOYAL SOLDIERS
TO BE DISPATCHED AT ONCE
TO ANCIENT

Mlneola, L. I., March 7. "I don't
see why anybody shouiu Ue concerned
over such unimportant things." said
Colonel Roosevelt when he reached
Mineola for jury service today and
was asked to say something about
the visit of George W. Perkins at Sagamore Hill last night.
"Why," continued the colonel with
a broad grin, "I'd see Mr. nockefeller,
Mr. Morgan, Mr. Perkins and Jim Hill
all together if they wanted to see me.
I'd see Gompers, Mitchell, Bums, the
detective, and McNamara, if he was
pardoned out of jan.
"I'll see anybody I want to at any
time. If they don't want it known
that they have seen me, I won't tell.
If they do want it known, I will tell.'
The clerk announced that jurors not
engaged in the case on trial were excused for the day and Colonel Roosevelt returned in his automobile to
Oyster Bay.

REASON

GOVERNMENT

SECRET TROOPS

IF HIS VISITORS SAY "BE MUlv.,
THEN HE IS SILENT A8

USE NO

Washington, March 7. Two chil
Atlanta, Ga., March 7. Notwith
dren of Lawrence strikers ran away standing night
reports that Eugene H.
when forced to scrub the floor of the Grace, the
wealthy builder, fonn-home in which they were placed by a Tuesday afternoon with a
bullet In
committee, according to testimony his side, had no chance to live, his
given at the house committee's hear condition was improved this
morning,
ing on the strike today.
according to his physicians. His wife
Mrs. Taft did not attend the hear is out on bond,
charged with asaau'.
ing today, but her niece, Miss Ander to kill. He has made no statement
son, was present, unaccompanied. Rev. since his first sensational "declaration
Clark Carter, the city missionary of involving Mrs. Grace. She coatead3
Lawrence, gave testimony regarding she did not shoot him.
the removal of children, which the
According to the police, little of the
churches opposed.
mystery has been cleared. Among puz"A friend of mine," he Bald, "heard
zling features is the fact that no one,
woman tell a little girl who was so
far as is known, heard a shot fired.
to be taken to New York to 'Put on Grace
says he discovered his wound
your torn dress and leave your mlt when he awoke; that he was shot
tens at home; they'll take care of while
asleep or under the influence
you over there.' It was the general of
No Indication that he was
opiates.
impression that the people who weie
has been found, so far as the
drugged
sending the children away wanted to police will say.
excite sympathy."
Grace recently insured his life for
J he missionary
also described a
in favor of his wife. Persons
$25,000
cordltion of terror prevailing amon;
e foreigners, aroused oy the sink advancing any 'iory conaootin th
with the shoot. are met with reports
ers.
All those npople. part1ei'.v:y
he that Mrs. Graco is possessed of a
in Phllfttielphia
reomfcrtJ.ii
women," he said "are terror stricken.
former home.
her
aroused
from
their
have
been
People
Mrs, Grace's conversation with her
beds at night by striker agents who
would shout: 'No work don't go to husband early in the morning of the
work, or we'll kill you.' Threats to day he was found adds to complicablow up homes precipitated a terror- tions. A servant declares Mrs. Grace
remarked as her husband groaned;
ized condition among the people."
"Do I understand that people Of you are not sick; you're sleepy."
Lawrence are In a state of terror?" Mrs. Grace, since bemg released on
asked Representative Hardwlck.
bond, has been with Grace's mother
"The strike began In terrorism," Mr. at a local hotel. The latter apparently
in
Carter replied. "The people rushed still supports her daughter-in-laof
m
innocence.
the
her
streets
the
protestations
calling
through
"I am firmly convinced that I was
strike, broke down the mill gates,
shot by my wife," said) Grace when
overpowered the watchmen, rush
through the mills, tore girls from their be regained complete consciousness
work and drove all the workers out. this afternoon for the first time since
Some of the girls told me they were he was shot. He made a similar ac
thrown down and others fainted.
cusation soon after he was taken to
"The people generally felt terror the hospital.
every day, whether parties to the
strike or not. People in the suburbs
Grace Had Made Threats
were afraid to go into Lawrence for
Philadelphia, March 7. Mrs. Mardays.
tha
Ulrich, mother of Mrs. Eugene H.
A preliminary investigation of the
strike situation at Lawrence, Mass., Grace, today received the following
has revealed no ground justifying ac- telegram from her daughter:
"Accused of shooting Gene. I am
tion by the federal department of jusinnocent.
He is improving."
tice, declared District Attorney French
After
the
telegram had been reof Boston here today. The governMrs.
ceived
Ulrich
got a letter from
ment is further investigating the
was written beher
which
daughter,
charge that the forcible prevention of
children of strikers leaving Lawrence fore Grace was shot Mrs. Grarv?
was in restraint of trade and conse- spoke of the plans that had been made
for her husband's visit here and )ur
quently a violation of the Sherman
trip to Newman, and she asked her
anti trust law.
mother to get a satchel ready for
Grace to take back to Atlanta. Mis.
Ulrich pointed to the satchel aid
TRIES TO KILL

as he might think himself unjustified
in making it public and thus spoiling
Antarctic, to which navigators have Captain Amundsen's chance of selling
MRS GENTRY FOUND
given the name of Terror Bay . for his story.
here Ndrdeneskdold's ship, the Antar-tic- ,
was crushed in the ice. Back of
Another Contest' Likely
GUILTY OF MURDER
volcano
this bay the
Copenhagen, March 7. The Social
Preferential Primaries.
stands out like a sentiiul agains.. the Demokraten publishes a dispatch from
Kansas Cit);3H, Mrch 1 Phe
Ice covered mountain range stretch- - Christiana
saying that a private In- first congressional district preferenWOMAN WAS ACCUSED OF KILL-INIns southward.
dividual in that city has received tial
presidential primary of the 1912
HER HUSBAND TO GET
Captain Scott made his first winter a telegram from the Fram expedition campaign is being held today in the
INSURANCE MONEY
quarters on the slope of the inoun stating that Amundsen reached the Fifth Missouri district, which comPole.
south
tains and there remained until Nov
prises Kansas City and Jackson counOklahoma City, March 7. Mrs. Besty. Republican votein will express
ember, 1911. It was then that his
sie
Gentry was convicted today of
their choice among the presidential
dash began. His plan was to cover
OliOZCO
in the first degree and her
ORDERS
murder
MEXICO
two
the remaining distance by the end
candidates and
delegates to the
fixed at life imprisonpunishment
national convention will be instructed
of December and then immediately
ment.
was
She
tried for the murder
about face and make the dash back
NORTHWESTERN OPEN for the man they cfewose.
of her husband, Thomas J. Gentry,
atThe
has
wide
attracted
primary
again.
tention In view of the recent action which occurred on the night of JanuHe had placed his reliance not only
TRAFFIC WILL BE RESUMED
of Senator Joseph M. Dixon, Theo-dor- ary 6.
on his equipment of food, but a score
When the verdict was returned Mrs.
CHIHUAHUA AND MARoosevelt's campaign manager In
of ponies, 29 dogs and one motor
seated in a big arm chair proGentry,
manDERA AT ONCE
the
Taft
President
challenging
He designed to use this
sledge.
to a nation-wid- e
The vided by a court bailiff, betrayed no
agement
primary.
sledge in making progress over the
emotion. Maurice Weightman, broth
Chihuahua, March 7. General Oroz-c- names of four candidates, Cummins,
comparatively level stretches of the
er of the woman, who is alleged to
on
are
LaFollette
and
Roosevelt,
Taft,
today gave instructions for a reDue allowance was raadp
foothills.
have fired the shot, is yet to be tried.
the
ballot.
of
on
traffic
Mexico
the
for the death of ponies and dogs, the sumption
An insurance policy on Gentry's life
Northwestern railway between here
steady depletion of stores and i he los-is said to have figured as a motive for
and
Madera.
Traffic on the Mexican
Oklahoma for Roosevelt
of vitality of the party making up
murder.
the
Central is still subject to the orders
Oklahoma City, March 7. Returns
the expedition.
of Orozco.
There will probably be
today from 55 counties in the state
Captain Amundsen had no ponies one train north
to Juarez. Fe- where republican county conventions
today
DERATED DEAD NAN
and no motor sleds, as his experience
Gutierrez is now acting as gover- were held
yesterday showed 293 in
led him to place all his reliance on lipe
nor while the legislature has formally structed
delegates for Roosevelt and
Siberian dogs.
The three other comAND 001 NO r'EES
Orozco's action of yesterday 70 for Taft. There will be contested
approved
were
IJeutenant
race
in
the
petitors
in declaring against Madero. A body
delegations from six counties.
Wildam Fitchner of the general staff
of rebel troops is out seeking Villa's
N.
PRIEST IS OBLIGED TO SUE
of the German army; Lieutenant
forces, supposed to he west of ChihuaFOR PREACHING FUNERShlrase of the Japanese navy and Dr.
hua.
AusAL SERMON
Douglas Mawson, representing
tralia.
Troops in Lower California
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Wallace, Idaho, March 7 Father F.
Lieutenant Fitchner followed largely
Enseneda, Lower California, March
A. Becker of St. Alphonse's Catholic
the plans of Dr. Nansen and sailed 6
(via San Diego, March 7.) The
church has taken legal steps to collect
on the steamer Deutschland on Octo- Mexican
gun boat General Guerrero
$25 with interest for preaching the
ber 5 last. He is a daring explorer, arrived In
Washington, March 7 Senate met funeral sermon, over Adam
port from Mazatlan last
Golsong,
having been one of the first to reach night bringing federal troops and sup- at noon.
MAN;
one of his parishioners.
l.hassa in Thibet, and much confid- plies.
on
Debate
British
were
and
French
arbimade
at
Stops
Lapaz and
Mrs. Golsong, the defendant in the
ence was felt in him by the Geograph- San
Quenttn where reinforcements tration treaties resumed and vote will suiL declared
ical society of Berlin..
today that In Father
IS DADLY WOUNDED
for the garrison here were landed. The be taken at 4:36 p. m.
over her husband,
Becker's
sermon
The Japanese explorer followed the remainder of the troops are intended to
Senator Percy announced he would
Shackleton route in Boss Sea, but re- strengthen the garrisons in the north- make a statement to the senate Fri the lata Mr. Golsong was berated
at church. She AND THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER,
turned to Sydney, Australia, in 1911, ern district of Lower California, in- day in response to Mississippi legis for his
AS USUAL, GETS IT IN THE
offended
declared that this deeply
to reiMiir damage done in Terror Bay. cluding the posts along the Interna-tiona- l lature's demand that he resign.
to
NECK
her
to
her
refuse
caused
and
pay
His second start was not made until
Democratic members of finance
Hue from the Colorado .river to
bill.
declared
the
that
she
She
later
November last, so that he is rather Tia Juana.
committee decided to stand by houhe
offered to pay $10 but this amount
Fort Worth, March T.: Maurice
behind in the race. Dr. Mawson, the
The Mexican authorities here have steel tariff revision Mil before seek
was
declar
Becker
refused.
Father
Ball,
employed by a local cotton broAustralian, took his route from the not stated how many soldiers were ing support of progressive republicans.
ed that the suit was brought as an kerage concern, was killed and Obe
harbor of Hobart, Tarmania, aboard taken on board at Mazatlan.
House Met at noon.
the little ship Aurora, and took the
Resumed discussion of agricultural object lesson to his parishioners who Thompson, a clerk, and J. B. Phillips,
were prone to avoid the payment of manager of a moving picture theater,
land route to the east of Ross Sea.
appropriation bill.
Bad Reports Exaggerated
bystanders, were wounded in a fight
Rev. Clark Carter, city missionary, such charges.
These five men and their parties
Match 7. Secretary of told rules committer we
Washington,
in a crowded thoroughfare here last
imwere out of sight of the world for War
general
Stimson had a brief conference
chilwas
the
night between Ball and Oscar Meyer,
of
that
pression
sending
many months, until the first rumor with
President Taft and announced as dren from Lawrence, Mass , wns to
RICE PLEADS GUILTY
auditor of the Fort Worth and Dencame yesterday, with the confirmatory
he left the White House that he ex excite
7.
ver
New
March
Gra
York,
City railroad. Ball and his wife
George
sympathy.
report that Amundsen had returned
pected to gee the ' president later to
Elliott, dismissed chief drainage en- ham Rice and B. H. Scheftels, who were divorced recently. Ball, It is
and had brought word that his leaddiscuss the Mexican situation. Mr. gineer of department of agriculture, with the other members of the firm of alleged, charged the railroad man
ing opponent had reached the coveted Stimson said that
although he had testified that Florida everglade? latcis B. H. Scheftels and company have with the responsibility for his domesjioal.
not looked over the latest reports circular was suppressed by Secretary been on trial for the last five months tic troubles, following the accusation
From a geographical and scientific from Mexico, he believed
in the United States district court with a Mow in the face. The shootalarming Wilson.
standpoint, the discovery of the south reports were exaggerated. He would
The $326,000 garden seed appropria- for alleged conspiracy and misuse of ing followed.
Meyer was arrested
pole, while a momentous event, has not discuss the report
that more tion in agricultural bill was depicted the mails, pleaded guilty to the indict and released under bond.
Neither
not the same features of Importance troops are to be sent to the Texas in debate
at "graft" by opponents of ments charged when court convened Thompson nor Phillips is wounded seand danger as relate to the north pole. border.
I
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"There it is, all ready for hitn. It
has cakes that I made for Daisv and
other things In it
ner."
Mrs. Ulrich has letted, she said. In
which Grace wrote that if; his wife
.'id not give him money he would Co
something foi which e wouli not be
responsible.
ht-l-

DILLON-COFFEFIGHT
Oakland, Calif., March 7. Jack Dillon of Indianapolis will meet Walter
Coffey of San Francisco here tonight
in a ten round middleweight contest.
While Frank Klaus of Pittsburg,
jt
la accepted as the legitimate
s jcessor to the title of the lat Stanley Ketchel, he wants to come by it
in the regular way. Dillon already is
matched to meet Klaus on the twenty-thir- d
of this month, o that much Depends on the outcome of tonight's
fight If Coffey should win, he also
will be entitled to meet the Pittsburgh
man.
Dillon is the favorite in the
betting.
.fgjg,
pop-nlarl-

(

SPANISH

LETTER

WRITER

IS

JAILED
MAN

WHO SWINDLED MANY AMER-

ICANS BY

CLEVER

EPISTLES

IS CAPTURED

operating in The Hague and San
Francisco. Recently a tenor at the
Madrid opera received a newspaper
clipping
stating that his long-los- t
uncle had just died in California possessed of millions, while a local law
firm had actually been engaged to
look out for him, who was sole heir
to the property.
The English agency at The Hague
aused to be published in the English
t ress notices of the demise of certain
persons whose ancestors had fled to
Holland during the religious persecu-'- ,
tion of the middle part of the six- leenta century and had died wealthy
any Dutch heirs. In these
cases certain London solicitors be-- '
came the unconscious agents of "The
Spanish Prisoner," and actually transmitted the money necessary to present
the claim to The Hague, where it
was never heard of again.
In the house raided by the police in
Bilbao were found a collection of pho-tcgraphs, letters and ojtaer documents,
and long lists or Spanish, American
and English names, with biographical
Dotes attached, showing how it had
been possible to conduct the business
With so much plausibility.
Inquiry among the police here shows
that several foreigners had from time
to time arrived here, who had, fortunately inquired of the police before
looking up "The Spanish Prisoner,"
and had therefore been rescued from
his machinations.
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The "Child's Welfare" movement
has challenged
of
the attention
thoughtful people everywhere. Mothers are natural supporters, and will
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Compound a most valuable aid. Coughs
and colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
quickly to the healing and soothing
qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. G. Schaefer and Red
Compound.
Cross Drug Co.
ATTENTION

OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA
HAS GIVEN
UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
PAST. AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS OF IMITATIONS TO OFFER
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND
"MMWCMBHWiai,
eem t mmim m
COSTING THE DEALER LESSt THEREFORE. WHEN BUYING. CTe
m PiHimuvrjiBtMu.

A Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence, and
coughs that hang on weaken the sys-

SYRUP

PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACK AGE, OF THE
GENUINE. REGULAR PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE) ONE SIZE
ONLY,
FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

ELKS

Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Water
man is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
oat by that high class photographer
Better arrange for a sitting today
Waterman, the Plaza.

DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
DECEIVE YOU

M
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N
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tem and lower the vital resistance.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is a
reliable medicine that stops the cough
promptly by healing the cause;
soothes the inflamed air passages.
and checks the cold. Keep always on
O.
hand. Refuse' substitutes.
O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

mi bBSSSSCT?

MINIATURE PICTURE
OF PACKAGE.

SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA B THE MOST PLEASANT, WHOLESOME AND EFFECTIVE REMEDY
FOR STOMACH TROUBLES. HEADACHES
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
EFFECTS IT IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE,
WHICH IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

California Fig Syrup Co.

iit

THERE'S NO EXCU8E
For sleeping on a poor bed. For
very reasonable Investment you cat
enjoy your sleeping hours as well a
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles In the
bright and satin finish, fine mattresses, spring! and pillows, J.
0
tobnsen & Son

rj

Joncsboro, Ark. "I suffered a complete break down in health, some time
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this
place. "I was very weak and could
not do any work. I tried different
remedies, but they did me no good.
One day, I got a bottle of Cardul. It
did me so much good, I was surprised,
and took some more.
Before I took Cardul, I had headache
and backache, and sometimes I would
cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
and can do all kinds of housework. I
think it is the greatest medicine on
earth."
In the past fifty years, thousands of
ladles have written, like Mrs. McGill,
to tell of the benefit received from
Cardul.
Such testimony, from earnest women,

surely indicates the great value of this

tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
women. Are you a sufferer? Yeef

Cardul is the medicine you need.
We urge you to try It

Udl'

N. B. Writ tn :
Advisory Dept..ChaMa-noog- a
Medicine Co., Chattsnoons. Tenn.. for Special
h- and
ok, "Home Treatment
for Women, sent n plain wrapper, on

Inttructimu.

:

T

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
in tfie Circle,
on everiy Package of tho Genuine.
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Gentle and Effective,
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DOWN

Gives the Real Facts In Regard to
Her Case and Tells How She

Now
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff
Lus-witho-

McGILL
BROKE

25

n

photo-pragh-

MRS.

Makes your hair grow long, heavy and
luxuriant and we can prove it

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy,
Las Vegans, many of whom recently
trous and Abundant After a
have received lengthy letters from
Danderine Hair Cleanse
Spain assuring them of a large for-,
if
would
tune
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers
give their assist-they
fMrr
ssssar
jiff
of rain and sunshine are to vegetation. It
ance to a wealthy man who has been
the
to
and
goes
roots,
right
invigorates
falsely imprisoned, will be interested
strengthens them. Its exhilarating, stimulato learn that the author of their letting and
properties cause the
hair to grow abundantly long, strong and
ters has been captured. He is one
beautiful.
It at once imparts a sparkling
of the greatest swindlers of modern
brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair,
times. The man has been operating
and a few weeks' use will cause new hair to
his trade, or whatever it may be callsprout all over the scalp. Use it every day
for a short time, after which two or three
ed, for over four years and lett.cis
times a week will be sufficient to complete
from him have been received in every
whatever growth you desire.
state and possibly every city in the
Immediately after applying a little Danderine all dandruff will disappear, ail itching
United States. The following dispatch
of the scalp will cease and there will be no
Sn&BBBBBSSBBBBFi
h ' SY al fit
&BrK
from Madrid tells the story:
more loose or falling hair.
7.
With the arrest
Madrid, March
If you wish to double the beauty of your
in Bilboa of a gang of swindlers and
hair in ten minutes surely try this moisten
a cloth with a little Danderine and draw it
he capture of their complete paracarefully through your hair, taking one small
believe
the
Spanish police
phernalia,
strand at a time, this will cleanse the hair of
thai they have at last succeeded In
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few
moments your hair will be wavy, fluffy and
;ntting an end to the machinations of
abundant and possess an incomparable softa rogue who for the last ten years lias
ness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
been known to the press of Europe
shimmer of true hair health.
WHY
HESITATE?
and America as "The Spanish PrisIf you care for beautiful, soft hair and lots .
An Offer That Involves no Money Risk
aawsJSssBBBBBsi
ny
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of Knowl-ton- 's
oner."
You
if
It
from any drug store or
Danderine
Accept
His operation first attracted public
We are so positive our remedy will toilet counter A real surprise awaits you.
attention after the Spanish-Americarelieve constipation, no
completely
war when certain soldiers, both Spanhow chronic it may be, that NEW BRUNSWICK
matter
LEGISLATURE
who
been
had
Many euftereres rrom rheumatism
ish and American,
we offer to furnish it free of all cost
N. H., Match 7- .- The leave been surprised and
Frederieton,
delighted
to
receive
in
Cuba,
began
quartered
if it fails.
nfth session of the twelfth legislative with the prompt relief afforded by
letters. The gist ami na
Chamberlain's Liniment. Not
Constipation is commonly caused by assembly of New Brunswick was open applying
ture of the letters to the span'.arus
one case of rheumatism in ten reweakness
of the nerves and muscles ed this afternoon by the new lieutenwas that a fair American heiress,
quires any Internal treatment whatof the large intestine. To expect a ant governor, the Hon. .losiah Wood. ever.
This liniment is for sale by
whose brother had been in Cuba, had
cure you must therefore tone up and The opening was accompanied by the all druggists.
often heard her brother speak of the
those organs and restore usual ceremonies. The speech from
addressee until she began to enter-tai- strengthen
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
to healthier activity.
them
the throne forecasted an interesting
and
a
him'
tender affection,
for
Partly by driving blood from the
We want you to try Rexall Order- and important session. Special altcn
surface and
would he not send her his
the kidneys,
lies on our guarantee. They are eat- tion is to be given to measures relat- and partly by congesting
throwing too much work
Usually the youthful, roman- en like
candy, and are particularly ing to the development of the province upon them. Foley
Kidney Pills
tic Spaniard, although not rememseem 'o act along industrial and other lines. One strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
children.
for
good
They
bering the brother, complied with the
the
on the nerves and muscles of matter of importance will be the en the urinary organs and restore
normal action of the bladder. They
request. Then succeeded a corres- directly
- t
he bowels.
a
hav?
They
to
of
efteare tonic in action, quick In results,
put into
acting
legislation
pondence, which finally developed the neutral action on apimrently
the other organs. the new arrangement under which the try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
fact that the girl's brother had died,
do not purge or cause other in- dominion and provincial governments Cross Drug Co.
and that she had been left with- her They
We will refund your will
convenience.
in New Brunswick s
great wealth without any protecion
C. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Roif they do not overcome chron- immigration work.
money
Railway mean-uer- s chester, N. Y., has recovered from a
would
but a wicked guardian, who
ic or habitual constipation and thus
also have an important place on long and severe attack of kidney trouforce her to marry him so that he
to
aid
of associate tho program.
relieve
the
myriads
Special legislation will ble, his cure being due to Foley Kidmight become possessed of her for- or
dependent chronic ailments. Trv be sought in .aid of the St. John Val- ney Pills. After detailing his case,
tune. "Oh, for only a few hundred
Rexall Orderlies at our risk. Three ley Railway in the construction of the he says: "I am only sorry I did not
dollars" that she might fly to her
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
at M into and Frederieton branch. Aii In a few
sizes, 10c, 25c, and 50c. Sold
days' time my backache
Spanish lover, who would know how on- - store The Rexall Store. only
E. G. thority will be
sought also for the completely left me and I felt greatly
the wicked guardian!"
to thwart
Murphey.
construction of a branch line of tht improved. My kidneys became strong
T'eijajly that son of Spain fell into the
er,
eft me and I was
(Jrand Trunk Pacific from Nappado- no dizzy spells
trap. All over Spain there are sad- I feel
at
longer
annoyed
STOP AND Cer;SIDER
to connect with the St. John Va! 110 per cent better sincenight.
eyed youths waiting for the appear The value of getting good goods at gan
using Foley
ley railway, thus giving an entry to Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
and
ance of fair and wealthy senoritas.
the store where price meets purse.
Red Cross Drug Co.
me system, ine apanisn mson- - In electing anything from our com the port of St. John.
er, employed with the Americans plete and lip to date jewelry stock
You judge a man not by what he
PURE STIMULANTS
to do, but by what he has
was slightly different. Usually the remember that
you are assured of Should be a part of the equipment promises
done.
That is the only true test.
letter declared that a certain person- wares that are of guaranteed excelof every properly stocked home. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy judged
age, pursued and persecuted on ac- lence. We have built up the busi- Our stock of whiskies is
pure and is by this standard has no superior. Peocount of his political or religious ness of our store by pleasing every
for medicinal purposes. ple everwhere speak of it In the highunequaled
est terms of praise. For sale by all
ideas, had buried in some spot, or de- patron and making of every patron It is
particularly suited for family
posited in a bank, large quantities of an advertiser. We manufacture beau- use. We carry a full line of excellent druggists.
money and bonds or specie, and that tiful filigree jewelry. Sabino Lujan, wines. Home trade a
IN NEW YORK CITY
specialty. The
in order to redeem rhem, a sum of Bridge street.
Tou will rind Hotel Cumberland, ri
Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
$500 to $5,000 must
be sent the
Broadway and Fifty-fourtstreet,
amount demanded curiously fitted in
R. G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,
EASTER IS COMING.
near Central Park, an Ideal locailcr
with the known circumstances of the N. J., was troubled with a severe la
Lent is a good time for ladies to in the retail
shopping and theatc
addressee. As the writer usually and grippe cough. He says: "I would reflect on what kind of a hat they
district with the subway, elevater
be completely exhausted after each
are going to get for Easter. Remem and surface cars at hand. A hand
apparently, wrote from a Spanish fit of violent coughing.
bought a
prison, he became known to the bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com- ber Mrs. Frank Strass is arranging for some, modern, beautifully furnlshec
American Brest as "The Spanish Pris pound and before I had taken it all her spring opening, at which will be hotel with one of
the best rost.au
the coughing spells had entirely ceas- displayed all the latest shapes and
oner."
rants in the city, but moderate 11
O. G. Schaeed.
can't
be
beat.'
It
More recently his agents have been
models in the season's millinery. The
Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei
prices.
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
wonderful millinery display will be an day up. Send for booklet Harn f
event of importance. Mrs. Frank Stimson, manager.
Strass, milliner, Uouglas avenue.
!

Pretty Lace Bonnets

ARBOR

DAY

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, Section 1(525 of tho com
laws of New Mexico provides
IERE is no doubt now that hats main the favored posies for little
that the second Friday in March of
(or rather bonnets) made of lace folks. Small field flowers look well
each year shall be set apart and
will be a leading feature In head-wea- r with the heavier laces.
for children during the com- There is really a great amount of known as Arbor Day, and that day
ag spring. Already, those who create work on children's millinery, but it is shall be a holiday in all the public
tie styles for the public's acceptance, not of the most difficult character. The schools of New Mexico; provided,
or rejection, have made many beau- pretty hats of lace shown here are not that the actual
planting of trees may
tiful bonnets and bonnet-lik- e
hats, with beyond the skill of the mother who be done on the day designated or at
such good success, that they will be makes her children's dresses.
The
sure to sell. They appeal to the moth- wire frame must be bought from the such other more convenient times as
best conform to the local climaers from the standpoint of beauty and millinery shop or the
department store may
utility, and more than all, from that of and covered with mull of silk before tic conditions, such other times to
The majority are made of the lace and facing are put on. Usu- be designated by the county school
economy.
narrow val lace and thoBe of other ally the finished hat looks
of the respective
considerably superintendents
laces as a rule will show good wearing larger than the frame.
counties;
qualities.
Val and cluny laces are the favorNow Therefore, I, William C. McThese pretty head coverings are ites. Quite a number of novelty laoes
made in nearly every case on a wire have been brought out, but are not Donald, governor of the state of New
frame which is faced with shirred silk more attractive than those we have Mexico, in pursuance of the law, and
or chiffon. But sometimes the brim had heretofore.
by virtue of the authority In me vest
facing is also of lace. Ribbons in silk
White and pale colors make up near ed, do hereby designate and proclaim
or velvet are used with them. Many ly all the bonnets so that a choice of
Friday, the Eighth day of March, A.
small flowers, too, add to their beauty. colors is easy enough.
Very thin silks, D. 1912 as Arbor Day. The said Eighth
are
set in prim and quaint fash- chiffons and laces, are used for facThey
ion about the crowns, or in one or two ings. Wide, soft ribbons or narrow day of March shall be observed as a
littla bouquets on the brim. Forget-me-notvelvet ribbons are chosen, with small holiday by all the public schools of
June roses, moss-ros- e
the state of New Mexico.
buds, small flowers for trimming.
daisies and blossoms of fruit trees re
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
The school superintendents of the
respective counties are hereby directed to give the proper notice of the
FOR SPRING WEAR
UTILIZING THE SOILED SHOE
particular day in such county when
shall
1
1 Days of Usefulness May Be Extended the people and school childrtrees.
actually plant
If Article la Not Too
The importance of tree plants ic
Far Gone.
must be apparent to all good citizens.
Here are a couple of hints for the The day can and should be made one
girl whose dress allowance has to go of pleasure as a holiday, as well as
a long way:
for this and coming generaWhite kid shoes which are too soil- profitable
tions.
ed to wear and which are still of a
Done at the executive office
this,
good shape may be renewed for eventhe
Second day of March, A. D. 1912.
wear
ing
by painting them with gold
Witness my hand and the Orr; t
paint. Do this carefully and smoothly
and the shoes will look like new.
Seal of the State of New Mexico.
In some cases even soiled satin
(Signed)
slippers may be successfully treated
WILLIAM C. MDONALP.
in this way.
White kid shoes may also be dyed By the Governor:
ANTONIO LTTCERO,
a fast black by applying the following mixture to them:
Secretary of State.
Five cents'
worth of gallic acid and five cents'
worth of sulphate of iron.
WERE YOU PREPARED
Put the sulphate of iron in Just as
For the sudden blizzard that it
much water as is required to dissolve
scended from the north Monday night?
it, no more, and apply this to the
ihoes. Let lt dry, then dissolve the Were your coal bins full? If not call
gallic acid In a very little water and up the Coors Lumber company and
apply this. When dry the shoes should order fuel. Orders will be filled withbe a good black color.
Great care out delay.
must
be
chemin
taken
these
using
You can say goodbye to constipaicals, and after they have been used
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
tion with a clear conscience if 'you
the surplus quantity should be. thrown Take LAXATIVE
use Chamberlain's
BROMO
Tablets. Mam-havQuinine
iway.
been permanently cured by their
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
use. For sale by all druggists.
It falls to ewe, E. W. GROVE'S SigFor the Wee One.
nature Is on encii box. 25c.
During the winter months a warm
to
over
the baby when he
wrapper
slip
WHAT IS THE REASON
Is being taken from one room to anFor the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
other is a necessity. A very pretty
one may be made of nun's veiling in dairy is constantly gaining new cus--WEB5TEI&
pink or blue, with an underlining of tomers and Is holding its old patrons?
thin wadding and batiste. The dainty Because it furnishes the best, purest
little garment might be embroidered and richest milk The milk is absoor scalloped round the edge and would
free from contamination. It Is
prove a pretty present for baby and lutely
handled in sterilized rooms by scienalso a most useful one.
The wrapper should be large enough tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
to slip on easily, for nothing Jars a a while and you will never change.
child's nerves more than to be forced
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?
into a coat that is too small, and if the
PROTECTION
woman
The
to
wants
who
young
get
Because "J?
cbea- aer spring sewing done ahead of time wrap takes the form of cape it is Against the cold blasts that bring
covering every
field of the world's
sannot do better than to copy this equally necessary that it be large pneumonia, grip and disagreeable
thought,
action and culture. The only
:harming frock, Just completed for a enough to envelop the little form when, colds upon their breath is afforded by
new unabridged dictionary in
bride who will pass her honeymoon as in this case, warmth is the object chamois vests and cheat
many years.
protectors.
Aiken. The material is white per- to be secured.
it
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full
Because 11 defines oyer 400,000
nio fabric, a soft, lustrous weave of
Words; more than ever
You can be comfortable and
line.
wool with mohair, though any light
before appeared between two
Dainty Lace Caps.
from
the fear of catching cold
free
Covers. 1700 Pages. 6000 21- Lace caps are much in vogue for
weight fabric will answer equally well.
lusimuons.
The scalloped pipings and sash are young girls. It takes the dainty coif- if you wear one of these handy arjf gay plaid silk in red, green and fure of the maid to produce the proper ticles. Schaefer's, opera bouse block.
tno "Ur dictionary
Became
with the new divided
white and the scallops around the bot-:oeffect when the caps are worn, and the O. 0. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
page. A "Stroke of Genius."
of the skirt are particularly smart bits of vanity are hardly suitable for Co.
Beneath these scallops the little white women of years. All sorts of old lace
Became
encyclopedia in
single volume.
joots show plainly. These pretty are being utilized in the manufacture
ABSOLUTE rURITY.
soots are of white buckskin and have of the caps, the latter being especially
Because lt 18 accepted by the
An
chemist has tested the
expert
the
new
button
lo
Courts, Schools and
desirable for theater wear. They are
tops.
Press as the one supreme au- often finished with sprays of tiny pink candies manufactured oy Potters and
uong.
Smart Evening Gowns.
rosebuds, and fit closely over the has discovered that they are absoBecause he who knows Wins
Lace and the most gorgeous of bro hair.
lutely free from adulteration.
The
Success. Let us tU
cades threaded with gold and silver
yon aDont ttua new work.
coloring matters used are strictly vegand worked in flowers of wool or silk.
Blouses With Silk Suits.
etable and harmless, even in the
or both, make up the most handsome
Hand tucked tulle blouses are worn
cheaper grades of confections. Pot-terof evening gowns. But beaded net Is with silk suits.
wis at BBS MM mm.
They are made quite
on Douglas avence is the home
tac.MWUUAiico, ,PMwk,. SrnU.sWl
also used, with & softening note of old simple, trimmed only with tulle or net
of tbe best ice cream, soda water and
lace on tbe shoulders.
(shots or plisses.
candy tn Las Vegaa,
piled
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NERVOUS

"DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE
RULE OF THE

PEOPLE?"

DESPONDENT

MARCH 7, 1912.

and more effective method for the
exercise of the power reserved and
Inherent In the people to make or unmake their constitution or construe
the consUtutlon in accordance with
their
needs I preach
no new doctrine.
proposal that
I make for the several states was In
actual practice acted upon by the people of this whole nation but a very
short time after the constitution was
adopted. The united States district
judge for the eastern district of Ar
kansas, Judge Trteber, In 1907, In an
article In the American .aw Iteview,
discussed the decision of the supreme
court of the United States when, but
two or three years after it had come
into being, it decided that under the
language of the constitution a state
was liable to be sued in that court
by a citizen of another state or of a
foreign county. in consequence ot
this decision the eleventh amendment
to the constitution was adopted. Says
Judge Tdieber: "The amendment, it
will be noticed from the language
used, does not aim to change the constitution, nor even add any limitations
not in the instrument, but is merely
explanatory and In effect reverses the
decision of the supreme court rendered in Chisholm vs. Georgia by declaring that 'the Judicial power of the
United States shall not be construed
to extend to any suit In law or equity
commenced or prosecuted against one
of the United States by citizens of another state or by citizens or subjects
of any foreign country.' " Judge Trie-be-r
also refers to the decision rendered in another case by the supreme
court through Mr. Justice Bradley,
when, in speaking or this eleventh
amendment, the court said: "This
amendment, expressing the will of the
ultimate sovereignity of the whole
country, superior to afl legislatures
and all courts, actually reverses the
decision of the supreme court."
It thus appears that it has been officially recognized by the supreme
court as is set forth in the words
of Justice Bradley, that the people of
the United States have actually construed for themselves the constitu
tion of the United States, reversing
and overriding the decision of the su-- ;
preme court in so doing. All I ask is
that what the people of the nation
have actually done the people of each
state shall actually be allowed to do.
Let the power so secured to them be
a real and not a nominal power, a
power which shall not be exercised
save after sober and deliberate
thought, but which shall permit such
sober and deliberate judgment of the
people to become, as it should become,
the unquestioned law of the land.
In concluding, then, let me ask
those who disagree! wT me frankly to
state whether or not. they believe that
the people have the right to rule
themselves and to settle for themselves the course they wish to pursue
as regards great and vital questions
of public policy. If our opponents do
not believe in this right of the people,
then they must repudiate the principles and the policies of Abraham Lincoln. If they are true to the teachings of Lincoln, if they do believe in
the right of the people to rule, then
they are bound also to bold that the
power of the people, in the language
of Mr. Justice Bradley, speaking for
the supreme court, "is superior to all
legislatures and all courts, and expresses the will of the ultimate sovereignty of the whole country."
d
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WOMEN
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, Prominent Candidate for the RepubPink-ham- 's
lican Presidential Nomination, Announces Through an Editor- Find Relief in Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound
ial in the Current Issue of The Outlook His Views on Popular
Own Statements
Their
Is
Filling the Press Nowadays
GovernmentThe
So
Testify.
With Daily Statements of His Opinions.
Plates, Pa. -- "When I wrote to yon
female weak
New York, March 7. Colonel Theo- whether there shall r sl.all net be first I was troubled with
ness
and
oacKacne,
dore Roosevelt has an article entitled true social Justice in the .ml.
and was so nervous
hold
we
as
Therefore
of
the
Rule
In
the
that,
"Do You Believe
regards
that I would cry at
the least noise, it
People " In the current issue of The these questions of public policy,
would startle me so.
Outlook. The article in full Is as courts, like executives and legislatI began to take Lyures, must bow to the sober and
follows:
dia E. Pinkham's
Judgment of the people.
There has been much effort made to
remedies, and I don't
Let me repeat once more what I
fog the issue raised In my Columbus
have any more cryI
I sleep
speech. In reality, the issue is per- have so often said tnat am not now
ing spells.
sound and my nerfectly simple: Do you believe in the speaking of ordinary cases of justice
vousness is better.
rule of the peopler If you do, you between man and man, such as must
I will recommend
are with us. If you do not, you are be decided by judges here in America
in all your medicines to all suffering women'
are
decided
as
Judges
us.
by
they
against
-- Mrs. Mary Halstead, Platea, Pa.,
Many good and honorable persons other lands. I shall speak of these
Box 98.
in
some
in
cases
articles,
subsequent
In
of
the
peodo not believe
the rule
Here is the report of another genuine
ple, and openly say so. We disagree which I shall ask the people soberly to case, which still further shows that Lywith these persons, but we can re- consider such facts as those set forth dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
spect them. There are other persons, by Mr. C. P. Connolly in his recent' may be relied upon.
however, who do not believe in the articles in "Everybody's Magazine.
Walcott, N. Dakota. -- "I had inflamrule of the people, but who dare not In this article I speak purely of the mation which caused pain in my side,
ached all the time. I was
say so, and who endeavor by trick- kind of decision which only American and my back I felt like
crying if any one
Kind so blue that
to
the
are
make
courts
entitled
to
Beem
ery, by chicanery, by fraud,
to me. I took Lydia E.
even
- in our
spoke
no
which
judgto give the people the right to rule of decision
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I
and at the same time to deprive thera neighbor Canada, in Australia, in Eng- began to gain right away. I continued
of that right. These persons we do land, in Germany, or in France has its use and now I am a well woman."
the right to make or would for one -- Mrs. Amelia Dahl, Walcott, N.
not respect.
I.i
the men of little faith who fear moment be permitted to make. Nor, Dakota.
tile ..eople keep steadily in mind that at the moment, am iicating of the
If you want special advice write to
federal
the
because
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confnational
courts,
t
of
no
Lydia
the
have
heritage
part
thej
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
Abraham Lincoln and of those who form of our government makes It more idential)
be opened, read und answered by a
a
to
difficult
remedy
wonting
propose
tor
the
him
worked with
preservation
woman and held iu strict confidence.
of this nation. Abraham Uncoln did In the case of the nation than in the
not try to trick or defraud the people cases of the several states. I am I have
spoken of, should permit the
into freeing the slave and restoring speaking of the action of the court
to decide what the
themselves
people
the union; he appealed to them in the of a state when it declares that a law true interpretation Of the constitution
name of duty, in thw name of honor passed in the collective interest
is. Whether this is catted a referento risk all, includ- the whole community is unconstituand
dum to the people or whether it is
peclally in view
ing life itself, for a high ideal; and tional; and I have
a shorter and simpler way or
called
from
human
laws
the
rights
affecting
the people responded, and Abraham
the constitution, to my mind
amending
Lincoln was justified and the slave a most vital standpoint the laws
matters nothing. The essential thing
conditions
terms
and
the
was freed and the union preserved, fecting
Is to get the power for the people.
those who stand for the cause of so- life and employment among the wageIt is not merely untruthful out s..iy
cial and industrial Justice to he ob- workers.
to
with
I
concerned
not
say that such a process would leave
am
of
rule
primarily
tained through the genuine
the people, are but carrying forward methods; my aim is to secure the us "at the mercy of the mob." Such a
the work which dropped from Abra- right of the people to decide for them- process as I advocate woulu take at
ham Lincoln's hands when the patient, selves, according to the principles of the very least two years' time. If In
two years the people cannot come to
tired, kindly eyes were closed forever. common sense and justice, what the
He strove against intrenched wrong, public policy shall be in these matters. a sober and deliberate judgment, then
not the it impossible that they should evsr
against privilege in the most hateful I ii m concerned with the end,
so come. If they have not the charac
constituin
the
state
If
any
our
in
n'epns.
day,
of
We,
his
form
day.
- agoifist hntefti! forms of in- tion so clearly defined the nover ot ter and the intelligence to enable
trenched wrong and privilege. We are the legislature to act for the general them, after two years' deliberation, afnot strivim;; in bitterness of spirit, or welfare as to prohibit the courts from ter seeing the whole matter threshed
rnullifying' any law that is consonant out by the legislature and before the
us lies, wt y&k to emulate Abraham with morality and public policy as executive and by the court, and finally
Lincoln's char ty and kindliness In understood by a majority of the peo- by public speakers in an election, to
and If in actual practice the themselves decide what they meant
dealing with these who, as we believe, ple;
courts
enalso
respected such constitutional when they framed the constitution,
think erroneously; but we
no then it is idle to talk of meir being
deavor to emulate the unflinching res- prohibition then there would be
in fit to frame a constitution.
I
because
what
for
need
with
propose;
olution, the unswerving purpose
full
be
would
recogcase
there
such
cause
tne
for
great
he
The wisest judges have always fully
which
fought
nition of the absolute right of the peo- recognized this right of the people to
of righteousness.
Abraham Lincoln believed in the ple to decide the policy of their rep- rule, this right of the people to be
liberty and the power of the people, resentatives, legislative and judicial, their own masters and ultimately to
and orderly in these matters ant. this is all for decide their own policy. As former
achieved in
fashion. He believed in that liberty which I contend.
Chief Justice Campbell of Michigan
of the people which has law and order
But in actual practice 1 know no said: "The greatest knowledge that
as its twin handmaidens. He respect- state where such conditions prevail; we have in this world is the common
ed the Judges. But he regarded them they certainly do not prevail In the knowledge of the common people." I
as the servants and not the masters state of New York. Therefore, I hold do not propose to give the people any
of the people; and he believed that that provision should be made in the new power. I propose to restore to
states them the power out of which they
the people had the right to decide for constitutions "of the seve-- al
themselves the great fundamental which, in the event of a clash between have been defrauded, the power which
questions of ;.ublie poll';', "ion ne the legislature and the court as to the it is their right and their duty to exerproper solution of whlh it le".-nds
constitutionality ot such legislation as cise. I propose to provide a better
g

Every Breakfast
a Good Breakfast

THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Discovered that in taking hikes
across land and mountains that some
parts of their uniforms got more wear
than others and especially so with
their Duck and Cmvass Leggings.
You can find an assortment of Boys
Leggings at 36c a pair, and Men's.
Leggings at 50c at The 5, 10 and 25
Cent Store.
GDEATER LAS VEGAS
Can be ' made a neautlfcl city at
night as well as by day by th liberal
use of electricity. Those merchants
who already have installed electric

Which includes

Post Toasties

signs have been more than pleased
with the result. Their places of business have been made so attractive
that the volume of trade has increased
materially. Electric signs are cheaper
than you Imagine. See us for figures.
The Las Vegas Light and Power

with cream

an enjoyable food, sold by grocers and
ready to serve direct from the package.
Prvtt Toasties are thin bits of white

Indian com, perfectly cooked, then
toasted until deliciously crisp and
appetizing.

"The Memory Lingers"
Battle Creek, Mich.
Made by Potfum Coca! Co, Ltd, Pure Food FkJooo,

YouNg

The Store That Sells Wooltcx StyU s

MOTHE
No young woman, m the Joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition. The
Jaby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
riven a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has proven its value
in thousands of
cases.
Mother's
HERS
Friend is sold at

stores.
drug
Write for free

proof.
IN UNCERTAIN

WEATHER

The safest and surest way to travel
Is with a horse. We carry a full line
of livery outfits and are prepared to
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line of good
carriages and prompt, courteous service Is guaranteed. M. L. Cooler,

'JpHE best customers we hare
are the most fastidious
women we know.
It is because they are fastidious that
we pleaae them. We have the style

that

can

ap-

the the Wooltex coats

For example
and suits.

ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR

women

style-knowin- g

preciate.

book for expect

CO., Atlaata.

These famous garments are designed
for tasteful, careful, stylish women who

G.

PRESIDENT'S WESTERN TRIP
Washington, March 7. There was
a constant stream of callers at the
White House today. The most of
them were close political associates
of the president and they dropped in
at the executive offices to talk over
maters in connection with Mr. Taft's
western trip. In his speeches to be
delivered in Toledo tomorrow night
and in Chicago the following day the
president will make the first public utterances to be heard from him since
Colonel Roosevelt made his formal anfor the
nouncement as a candidate
presidential nomination. As a consequence the politicians of both parties
and all factions are looking foward to
the speeches with eager anticipation.
Although no announcement has been
made of subjects for the president's
speeches, it Is regardd as almost
certain that he will make clear his
own views on many of the doctrines
advocated by Colonel Roosevelt in his
speech in Columbus two weeks ago.
A reply to the whole speech of Colonel Roosevelt's Is not. looked for, but
It Is the general opinion here that the
president's views in regards to the
recall of court, decisions will be made
unmistakably plain to the people before Mr. Taft leaves Chicago for home
next Saturday night.
The speech in Toledo tomorrow
night is to be delivered at a meeting
under the auspices of the Commerce
club of that city. This fact has led
to the conclusion here that the president will avoid discussing big issues
of a purely political nature in his To
ledo adddress, as it has been his custom in the past to avoid politics and
make questions of direct interest to
the business community the subject
of his remarks when speaking before
a commercial body.
The program for the Chicago
visit will afford abundant opportunity
for the president to speak his mind
freely on any subject that he cares
to discuss. His principal speeches in
fce western metropolis will be mad1
before organizations
of a political
character, one of them under the auspices of the Union League club and
the other at a banquet of the Illinois
Swedish-AmericaRepublican league
In Chicago also the president, will be
in the center of what is regarded as
the hotbed of Rooseveltism. The
chief Roosevelt headquarters are in
Chicago and it is from there that the
Roosevelt propaganda is being sent
throughout the west.
n

abhor the conspicuous as much as they
dislike the commonplace.

Paris Prod vices no Better
Styles-Americ-

Wooltex materials are all pure
Cowrwhi

1912

TVHBUckCo

m

No.

nerve-rackin-

K. D. GOODALL
East Las Vegas, N. M.

wool

and because of this and because of the

Jl.

The one sided effects so prominent
in the styles for the coming season characterize
this jaunty yet refined suit. In Hebrides
hairline stripes and the many other effective spring suitings this costume will please
he moat fastidious.
And it's so reasonable in
price, toot only $30.00

wonderfully f good

tailoring,

Wooltex

garments are guaranteed to bold their
shape and

give

through two

full seasons.

satisfactory

service

Call in and see them!

E. ROSENWALD

& SON

The Store That Sells Wooltex Styles

melon" that wil enable each and ev- eiy one of them to spend the coming
summer at the seaside and have some
pocket oney left. According to
the company's capital is to be
increased from $1,000,000 to $30,000,-000- .
The additional $29,000,000 is 10
be turned over to the stockholders, it
is generally reported, as a stock dividend of 2900 per cent The Indiana
concern is one of the former 33 subsidiaries of the Standard Oil company
of New Jersey. It is believed tha." its
its capital
example in increasing
stock will be followed by the other
Standard's subsidiaries, whose capital
only nominally represents the value
of assets.

THE LETTER CARRIER
Will thank you if you will attach a
letter box in front of your house, and
you can buy same at 25 cents each

t.

at The

5, 10

and

25

Cent Store.

Y. M. C. A. CONVENTION

Toronto, Ont, March 7. Represen- tatives of branches of the Young
Men's Christian association in Ontario
and Quebec met in the new Friends'
church in this city today for the joint
annual provincial convention. The
sessions will continue over tomorrow.
In addition to consideration of re
ports and the future of the various
branches of association work, tho
most Important matter for discussion
is the proposed national organization

TOLEDO EXPECTS BIG CROWD
Toledo, O., March 7. Everything is
in readiness for the reception of President Taft, who is due to arrive here
at 3:40 tomorrow afternoon. Immediately upon arrival the presideLt will

COLONIST

g
of conWhat Ions
stant torture what sleeplessdaysnights of
terrible agony Itch Itch Itch, constant itch, until It seemed that I must
tear off my very skin then
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed
and healed!
The very first drops of D.D.D. Preawful
scription for Eczema stopped thatmoment
itch instantly, yes. the very
D.D.D. touched the burning skin the tor
ture ceased. A 25c bottle Droves it
D.D.D. has been known for years as
the only absolutely reliable eczema
remedy, for it washes away the disease
germs ana leaves tne sum as clear ana
healthy as that of a child. D.D.D.
PreAll other druggists have
scription go to them It you can't come
to us but don't accept some big profit
substitute.
But If you come to our store, we are
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
that we offer you a full size bottle on
this guarantee: If you do not find that
It takes away the itch AT ONCE, Jt
costs you not a cent

Shows no

a

Equal in Workmanship.

be escorted to the clubrooms of the
Toledo Commerce club, where a recep
tion of an hour or so will be held.
Iu the evening Mr. Taft will deliver a
public address. The railroads have
arranged for excursions from nearby
TO CUT $29,000,000 MELON
New York, March 7. Wall Street, points in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana
has a "hunch" that a Standard Oil and the outpouring tomorrow is exstockholder is still to be envied, de- pected to be very great.
spite supreme court decisions and
$29,024,000 fines. As a result of action
to be taken at the annual meeting
of the Standard Oil companyv of Indiana today the stockholders of tha.
concern are expected to divide a

CHINAMAN

Usually is caricatured as a laundry-man- ,
but in all China there is no man
who has reduced the business of laundering to the exact science that have
modern Inventors. The Las Vegas
Steam Laundry has one of the anest
laundries in New Mexico. The work
and the service rendered is the best,

To Please

RIEND

Oh, How I Itched!
JOHN

The Woman Hard

MOTHER GRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
ACertainBeliefforFeverlshDesiii,

l

Headache.
Constipation.
Stomach Troohles,
Jeethloa:
od Deaojr
P la order a. Break
np . onto
Worms. Tnej

Trade Mara;. In US nonra. AisiivrugKinm.
Don't accept Sample mailed FREK. Addriaa.
nyautxtltufe. A. S. OLMSTED. La Roy, N.Y.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SHHAND,
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art??
1
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
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RATES

ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA. MEXICO
AND THE NORTHWEST.
On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.
PHOENIX,

LOS ANGELES,

SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO AND INTERMEDIATES.

fg
$25 fC

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE,
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EDITOR

DEBTS
WITHIN TWO MONTHS APPROVED
ALL HAVE
ACCOUNTS WILL
BEEN LIQUIDATED

MR. PIERCE

COURT

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF TOWN OF ALBUQUERQUE
MAN
RECEIVES
LAS VEGAS EXPRESSES SORIMPORTANT
APPOINTMENT
ROW FOR HIS DEATH.
FROM JUDGE POPE.

Call for Republican Convention
the State of New , Mexlc

for

"Pursuant to the requirements of
the call made by the republican national committee on December 12,
1911, for a republican national convention to be held in the city of Chicago in the state of Illinois, at 12
o'clock j non on Ttiesday, June 18,
1912, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for president and
to be voted for at the presidential election on Tuesday, November, 6, 1912, and for the transaction
Tf such other business as may come
re, it the republican central com-f the state of New Mexico
Santa Fe on this 25th day
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
holding ot a convention of the re
publican party of the state of New
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
it, P., 1912 for the purpose of selecting eight delegates and eight alternates to represent the republican par
state of New Mexico in the
ty
said national convention called to be
hied at Chicago on the 18th day of
June, 1912.
The republican central committees
of the various counties of the state
are by this committee requested and
directed to Issue a call for the hold
ing of a county convention of the re
publican party In the respective coun- '
ties upon sueh notice and date as the?
may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state convention to be held on the 8th day of
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for each one hundred
vote' or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
1911. and one delegate at larce from
each county In addition upon which
basis the representation In the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8. 1912, from the several
counties of the state shall he as fol- -
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PIECES WITH DYNAMITE styles
beautiful and modish. Now Is the New Mexico State Normal school, and filed with the secretary of the state
party, will be electet and will be suptime to have your hats remodeled for Mr. Lopez a trustee of the New Mex central committee at least three days
ported by the party unitedly, and
further said that the delegates from GEORGE MEADE, CLERGYMAN'S spring. Mrs- Wallis Is prepared to ico Institute for the Blind.
before the meeting of the state conGovernor W. C. McDonald attended vention.
do such work quickly and satisfactor
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LAS VEGAS AUTO & MCH. COMPANY

EAST LAS VEGAS

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

OVERLAND MODEL 59

R

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
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Ph jne Main 344.

Machine

Whalen,

&

30'

Fowler

Prdfo

.i

Subscribe for The Optic
Dress Your
Baby like
This
Pinless and
from top
to toe.
but-tonle-

Just what mothers
have been looking
for

baby clothes in
the stores like what

doctors, nurses and
baby books advise.
They are called

r&iYteVestmeits
Pinleu, Battonless Garments for Baby

AND RETURN

L

BATCHELOR, Agent.

there

Tivistless tape is used for all fastenings

are only ten to make in the entire dressing of baby.
Mothers will be interested. Come and see how it is done.

$7.10
TO

ALBUQUERQUE

ss

VANTA VESTMENTS' save labor and worry for mother
and keep baby well and comfortable.

H

For Infant and

Children

the shirt in this beautiful outfit.
larger children as well.
is

"It won't work up" because

The shirt

is

in sizes for

tied below curve of abdomen.

The double front, and warm, evenly woven material has

prevented colic lor hundreds of babies. A warm, comfortable shirt means health for the children.
is the perfect shirt. Atk U set VANTA
in our Infants' Department.

This

VESTMENTS

Special Exhibit Today
BACHARACH

BROTHERS.
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Fireman M. H. Stroup of engine" N. 1616 It sick and is laying
off several trip.
eyes.

PERSONALS

The Prescriptlonist

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Wiiin

.

FANCY LACE

COLLARS
AND

JABOTS
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
HANDBAGS.

SHOPS

AND YARDS.

Fireman Sundt of engine No. 1315
is reported to be sick and is laying
Engineer Spelling caugnt engine No. off for several trips. Fireman H. R.
929 out on train No. 32 yesterday.
MoCraken caught a turn on the 1315,
yesterday.
Engineer L. C. Trainor and Fireman
Leahy are on mountain duty at Lamy.
Engineer Hansen and Fireman Cas-sidto Albuquerque
deadheaded
Fireman Stanley caught engine No. Tuesday night aud came in yesterday
1618 out on a drag west yesterday afternoon on engine No. i:UG on train
No. 10. The dynamometer car No. 29
morning.
pc. mpanied the 1316 to Las Vegas.
Engineer Will Trainor, after laying
off several days sick, has again reportDynamometer test car No. 29 came
ed for duty.
!n yesterday afternon with engine No.
1316 on train No. 1 and returned to
Fireman Temple went to Albuquerwith the same engine on
Albuquerque
que Tuesday afternoon on train No. train No. 7. This car is making a
1
on a short trip.
thorough test of the new 1300 type
of engines with the view of making
Kngineer Parnell aud Fireman Hob-- '
any changes that will add to their
bins caught engine No. 1224 out on.
A test was made yesterday
train No. 7 yesterday.
of engine No. 1316, and several of the
rther 1300 type will be tested in the
Engineer Merrltt and Fireman Stalk-- same manner. Assistant
Engineer of
er caught engine No: 1615 out on a
Tests A. T. Layden, is with the car
drag west yesterday morning.
and is supervising the tests.

left yesterday afternoon for Arizona and California.
H. O. Snyder came in this afternoon
fiom his home in Pueblo on business.
Master Mechanic J. A. Conley returned to his home In Raton this
afternoon.
C. P. Hill, assistant to the Santa
Fe mechanical engineer at Topekn
was in Las Vegas today on business
J. W Long arrived this afternoon
from his home in Pmdlay, Ohio, and
will visit E. H. Crooks at his farm on
the mesa.
M. J. Drury, Santa Fe mechanical
superintendent with headquarters in
La Junta, arrived last night on train
No. 9 as business.
Miss Bessie
Elliott, a telephone
company employe of Clovls, New Mexico, is visiting relatives and friends
in this city ror a rew nays.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound, formerly superintendent of the schools
of Mora county, now deputy sheriff,
went to Santa Fe yesterday afternoon.
James Dougherty arrived this afterEngineer E. E. Bailey, who has been
noon from his home tn Wlnslow, Ariz., laying off several days on account of
on a short business trip. Mr. Dough- sickness, reported for duty yesterday.
erty was formerly a resident of Ias
Vegas.
Engineer George Selover came in
Santa Pe Superintendent V. L. My- yesterday from a short trip to the Paers came in this afternoon from a cific coast, and has again reported for
short trip in the norrnern part of the duty.
state. Mr. Myers continued on to
Santa Fe on train No. 1.
Fireman Brennan of engine No. 1610
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lynn arrived is laying off sick. Fireman Wood
this afternoon from Mexico on a short caught the 1610 for a turn out of Las
visit With Mrs. Lynn-- s mother, Mrs. Vegas.
Stoner. Mr. and Mrs. Lynn were forEngineer Wilworth went out yestermerly residents of Las Vegas.
Mrs. Henry Showalter, after sendHg day on engine No. 1605 on a drag
several weeks in Las Vegas visit! 13 west. Engineer Sells caught the 1613
her daughter, Mrs. C. H. Stewart, re- out yesterday.
turned to her home in Newton, Kan.,
Engineer J. J. Young, who is now
this afternoon.
out of Raton, is laying off a
Charles A. Spiess returned last running
was in Las Vegas yesterday
and
trip
night on train No. 9 from a short busfriends.
visiting
iness trip to New York. Mrs. Spiess,
who accompanied him east, stopped
Engineer Archibald of engine No.
off in Chicago on the return trip for
1315 Is laying off for a trip. Engineer
a stiort visit1 with friends.
Reed took the 1315 out on train No.
Tito Melendez, county clerk of Mo- 9
to Albuquerque Tuesday night.
ra county, came in yesterday from
Morn nnd loft, this afternoon for San
ta Fe to attend the republican state Engineer John Kirk of engine No.
1314 is laying off for a short time.
convention, to which he is a delegate.
Mr. Kirk left yesterday on a trip to
Pedro Gonzales, deputy sheriff of
California.
Dona Ana county, came in yesterday
afternoon with a patient for the state
Hod-son- ,
insane asylum. Gonzales
rtturned Engineers Lyster of,Na 1602,
Alexander, Fortune, Winstead,
home last night.
are laying off on account
Mrs.
John Joerns and children and Spidel
sickness.
of
Engineer Holman Is off
are expected to arrive this evening
from slight Injuries.
recovering
duty
from Santa Fe for a visit of several
off on account of sore
is
Fireman
Clay
days with Mrs. Joerris' sister, Mrs. Da
vid J. Leahy.
P. E. Kaler, Santa Fe assistant
chemist, came in last night from his
At the
headquarters in La Junta.
present time the chemical department is experimenting with a substance used to keep scale out of the
boilers of the engines, and Mr. Kaler
makes regular trips over this division
observing the results of the
A.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is nevei
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

G083IP OF THE

G.

W&llig

,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.

Hoffman

&

Graubarth.

PHONE MAIN

I

104

Always Something New.

CHAMP

CLARK'S

BIRTHDAY

7. Champ
March
Clark, who
kept pretty busy now
adays wielding th gavel in the house
and at the same time seeing that his
presidential boom does not get frostbitten, was 62 years old today and
the occasion was marked by the receipt of a number of congratulatory
mesages from various parts of the
country. Mr. Clark is a native of
Kentucky and was educated In the
schools of the Blue Grass state. Before he landed in congress he had
pursued a wide variety of professions
other
Among
and
as a
hand
his
tried
things he had
court
a
store
clerk,
a
village
farmer,
colA SNAP
try newspaper editor, lawyer and
has
He
represented
lege president
Six rooms and bath with three lots:
the Ninth Missouri district in the on corner. In good repair. S10OO.OO
house oontiri'iously since 1893, with on terms of $500.00 cash, balance in
the exception of one term.
building and loan. If you are In need
of a home, investigate this one at
COMING
t, Washington.

GOOD

SHOW

Messers Duncan and Browne, managers of the Duncan opera house, have
rompleted arrangements for the production here on March 27 of "Madame
Sherry." This pretty comic opera is
sure to draw a large audience, as It is
filled with catchy music and is staged
will
hy u good cast. Play going folk
receive the announcement of Its coming with genuine pleasure.
of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm
Df F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the fMty of Toledo. Hounty and

INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPORATION, George A. Fleming. Manager, Phone Main 40.

don't you. Well, then get busy this
week, bring this adv with you and
take a 25 cent discount off for Cash
Only

State

Y. M. C. A. is

SNAP I 8NAP!
Now is a good season of the year
to snap some excellent winter views.
The Bally Curio store has ft full line
of kodaks and supplies and does development work equal to the best
Purchase a kodak today.' You will be
surprised at the Cheapness at which
you can get a good Instrument and
sucyou will be delighted with your
amftteur
jihotographer.
an
cess ss

Pity the englnemen, trainmen, carmen and other railroaders, who should
be up to the minute in air appliances
will be instructed In the use of all
of the latest equipment. It Is required that all men included in these
branches of employment attend one
or more of the lectures given in this
car. J. A. FarKins is in cnarge 01
the car and gives the lectures and
instruction on air appliances. This
car carries actual air equipment and
is fitted with a full line of demonstration oharts. The territory covered by
the car Is from San Diego to La Junta and on this trip east over 6.000
men have received instruction.
Hillside Lodge No. 295 of the Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen at
Raton, is making elaborate plans for
its eighteenth annual St. Patrick's Day
dance and the prospects are that It
will be a most successful event. Ra
ton englnemen traveling Into Las Ve
gas have sold a large number of tick
ets for the dance to the local men and
many firemen and engineers and oth
er railroaders of the Meadow City
are planning to go to the Gate City
to attend the: big ball. The dance Is
hall, on March
to be given
18. It so happens that St. Patrick's
day comes on Sunday and the dance
is arranged for Monday night.

purchase amounting to $2.00 and over
only at

mhe Rosenthal

8m

Have a Large Assortment ot
IN RINGS,

MOUNTED

BLOODSTONES,

CUFF LINKS, OR SCARF PINS,

That Would Make an Acceptable Birthday Remembrance.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

OPTICIAN.

JEWELER
Las Vega.s. N. M.
M
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Masterpiece

I

I

"Cinderella"

I

in three reels, with Miss
Mabel Taliaferro, one of the
highest priced stars of the
American stage in the name
This production is
part
beyond doulvt the ultimate
achievement of the world's
greatest picture maker, and
we are indeed fortunate in
being able to present to you
this
erh masterpiece of
photographic and dramatic

I
I
I

fl

BAIN

Distributing
Agents

HJ

I

WEBER

Watch for further
art.
announcements,

Full Line of

THE BROWNE

EMERSON
McCORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLES
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

I

THE PLAZA

THEATRE

X

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

1

I

!

WAGONS

jnaHHajBEajMBfJMBJH

i

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

,$100,000,00

J. n.

4

CUNNINGHAM,
PRANK SPRINQBR.

President

I

D T. HOSKINS,

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Les Vegas Savings Bank
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Ar--

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Interest

.

President
Vice President

Treasurer

P&.id on Deposits

3

ranged Wrestling Match given
by the Loyal Order of Moose
Hall Thursday
night, March 7. All members
and their friends cordially
K. P

at the

invited.

WHY

Em ress' flour
GERMAN-MILLE- D

J' if

the answer to

every Bakir

Problem.

Firer,-Whit- er

and More Uniform.
Made by

famous
ft YVU-

-

LARABEE S

GERMAN

PROCESS.

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.,

Gross Kelly & Co.
Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

Committee.

It's

Caeliler.

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

There will be a Specially

opposite us.

well then buy It this week and take
20 per cent off for Cash,
but you
must bring this adv. to secure same.
A fine pair of shears free with any

We

Watch Us Grow

at

State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED don't you. Come and let us show you
HOLLARS for each an.1 fcvery case of all the new ones.
Kindel's No. 1
Catfcrrh that cannot be 'iired by the
Felted
mattress,
usetfcf HALL'S CAP'W ( TRF
TPRANK .T OHENEY.
satine ticking, 50 lbs. The $15
fancy
Si rnrn tn hpfnrp me ana BUDScriueu
in i y presence, tpf'Stli day or ue- - kind, $11.6.
cent er, A. D. 188t.
Kindel's No. 2 Felted aUHtotton.
A. W. OLEASON.
fl eal)
fancy tick, the $13.60 kind for $9.85.
Notary Public.
fanHall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-oi- i
Kindel's No. 3 Felted
the
upon
and aota directly
kind
for
$7.95.
blood and mucous surfaces of the cy tick, the $10.00
them is to appreciate their
system. Send for testimonials free.
Seelljg
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
great- value only at
Sold by all druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
THE ROSENTHAL
stipatton.

BLOODSTONE

Air Instruction car, No. 199906, arrived yesterday from the south and
will be in lias Vegas until after March
11.
During its stop in the Meadow

THE ROSENTHAL
The

March Th Month of The

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the valne and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only ulprotectioto to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

A

i ways

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, JHURSDAY, MARCH 7, WtZ.

EHray

'

KoUc4 is hereby
may concern that

advertisement said stray will be sold
ft
whom
to
by this Board for the benefit of the
firm,
the following de- owner when found.

scribed estray animal wu taken up by
m W. Waaler, Schrnesdar, N. M.,
February 28. Mil
One bay mare, 18 year
700 lbs.. 12 bands.
firandad
On left shoulder
Branded
On left blp
Bald animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Mar h 28, 1912, said date being
10 days afi-- r last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12

Estray Advertisement
OFFER SHEEP IN SACRIFICE
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- Animal Killed at Steps of Palace In
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Constantinople on Feast of
Bairam.
Felltie Valdes, Lumberton, N. M., Feb.
23, 1912.
Tb-wlt-

To-w- lt

Estray Advertlsemsnt
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may conoern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
D. O. McCall, Laa Cruces, N. M., February 23, 1912.
One dark bay mare. l.
ynars, 650 lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
Wn
On left blp
tBm
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date beliiK
10 days after last apiearanoe of this
advertisement, said estray will be gold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
To-wl- t:

:

One sorrel stallion

I'i

ft.

high.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28. 1912, said date betn
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7. last pub. Mar. 18, '12

B
Ba

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom It
Estray Advertisement
concern that the following demay
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was 'aken up by
de1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. S, '12 R. P.
may concern that the following
Donaldson, Cedar Vale, N. M.,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
24, 1912.
February
W. C. Keenan, Springer, N. M., March
Estray Advertlsemsnt
One bay horse, 12 or 15
Notice is hereby given to whom it
1, 1912.
900 lbs., 1C hands.
years,
One sorrel mare, 12 or 14 may concern that the following de- Ilranded
K53
.d estray animal was taken up by On left shoulder
years old, 8D0 lbs., 13 hands.
flM
A. P. Pate, Mills, N. M., February 20,
Branded
Branded
WW1
1912.
1

To-wi- t:

To-wl- t:

On toft shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or!
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
sidvertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 1 8, '12

To-wl- t:

One red cow, about I years

old, 700 lbs.,

4V4

feet.
'TZJ

Ilranded

ESS

On left blp

Said animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed by ownor on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being

12il
left ribs
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
On

The Idea of
lm' sacrifice seems
strange in modem Europe. But it must
not be forgotten that Constantinople
Is Turkish, in spite of the numerous
desires on the part of other nations
to possess it or rather because those
are so numerous.
The new regime in Turkey is up
to date In many things. It is establishing Krhonls nlannlne railroads and
hoping to take its place by right, and
not by suffrance, among the nations of
the world. But the favor of the devout
Mussulman Is sought by strict observance of religious festivals.
The second feast of Bariam is the
occasion of sacrifice. Its date is variable, since the Turkish year is lunar,
and not solar. Last year came in
December and it lasts four days.
In anticipation of this festival,
droves of fat sheep were taken to
the city from Roumella and Asia
The price varied from
Minor.
In all the rich and even
$4 to $5.
o
houses these sheep were sacrificed, and the flesh in most cases
given to the poor.
y
Naturally the most elaborate Dol-m- a
was at the royal palace of
Bagtche. The sheep, picked for
their whiteness and plumpness, were
solemnly led to the palace. At the
hour fixed the sultan, surrounded by
his staff, descended the steps and read
a prayer, while the first of the victims
was led to the marble step that became the sacrlflcal altar.
The sultan made the motions of
Idling the sheep, but actually handed
the knife to an officer, who waited until the sultan had withdrawn before
completing the sacrifice.
In the last three years the custom
has grown up that the skins and wool
of aU the sheep killed in Turkey that
day belong to the sailors.
One of the otd rites of Bairam was
to consign all Christians to massacre.
This is now omitted in Constantinople.
But it can be Imagined that in the
oasis of Tripoli this part of the ceremonies Is carried out with emphasis.

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

WANT

BEST

GOODS

SOCIETY

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

LOOSE NO. 2, A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
A. M. Regular
NO. 804. Meets second and foutk
communication first and
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Ploneet
third Thursday in each
building. Visiting members are oar
month. Visiting brothdially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.,
ers cordially invited.
E. P. Mackrl. F. S
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet In rhe forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the Wori
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO.
CHAPMAN

COLUMN'

rX&s&2?
RATES

-

,

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg
tJB&uiar conclave second Tues-yaanitnee. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
day In each month at Ma
without regard to number of words. sonic Temple at 7: SO p. m. C. D.
Cash in advance preferred.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
eo rder.

sg

hall, on the second and fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
Consul; G. Laemmle. Clerk. Visaing neighbors are especially welcome and cordially invited. ,

DKNTISTS.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
MA80NS
ARCH
Regular convoca
tion first Monday In each

well-to-d-

cere-man-

month

at Masonic Tern Suit

at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
Brinegar, Secretary.
pie,

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

OR. E. L. HAMMOND
4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoss
at office and residence.

MAIN 2.

Wanted
WANTED American girl to do
housework. References
quired. 518 Sixth street.

gen-era-

re-

l

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER A HUNKER
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Geo. H.
Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
8. Meets first and third Fridays in
at Lsw.
Attorneys
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen, Laa
New Mexles.
Vegas,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge

Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
owner when found.
days after last appearance of this
PHYSICIANS
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
avenue.
Grand
M.
N,
the
Albuquerque.
of
WANTED A janitor who is handy
by this Board for the benefit
.
H. W. HOUF, D. O, M. D.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 1 8, '12
owner when found.
with tools, knows something about
and
Phyelcian
Surgeon
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
LODGE
DORADO
NO.
1,
machinery and has no bad habits. EL
Estray Advertisement
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy l.as
Albuquerque, N. M.
Answer with whole name and glv6
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA8 Meets
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, 12 won lta great reputation and extenreferences. Address X., Optic.
every Monday evemay conoern that the following
sive sale by its remarkable cures of
and the fitting of glasses.
ning in Castle Hall. throat,
It can be
estray animal was taken up by
coughs, colds and croup.
Advertisement
Phones:
Office, Main 46; Residence
Estray
A
all
WANTED
Sold
competent cook. Mrs
by
Visiting Knights are
A. E. 8prlggs. Stanley, N. M., Feb. 24,
upon. Try it.
342.
Notice is hereby given to whom It depended
S. B. Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia.
drugKlstH.
invited. Vegas
cordially
3912.
506 Vs Grand Avenue.
Office:
may concern that the following de
Cafes.
E. Liebsoh-nler- ,
One blak horse, 20 years scribed
animal was taken up by
Residence:
706 Sixth Street
estray
1 1 o
n
c
e
Chs
14
r
hands.
lold, 600 lbs.,
U. G. McCall, Las Cruces, N. M., FebIN THE WEST
Commander. Harry
Ilranded
WEt
PRINCESS
ON
USING
23, 1912.
111 ruary
Martin, Keeper of
On left shoulder
12
One sorrel horse,
years,
LOCAL TIME CARD
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
Records and Seal.
Suaolclons of British Museum's Offi
Ilranded
750 lbs., 14
bands.
51S Columbia avenue.
6t
1
cials Regarding Egyptian Mummy
On left hip
Branded
RB
EAST BOUND
Are Allayed.
sMm
to
tils On left blp
Said animal boing unknown
FOR RENT 5 room house on hill, FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. Arrive
Depart
Said animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
A distinguished scientist attached to
electric lights, good location, rent
No. 2
9:15 p. as.
9:10 p. m.
102
at
Meets
every
night
Monday
or
on
before March 28, 1912, said date being Board, unless claimed by owner
one of the government bureaus at
11:10 p. m.
11:06 p m.
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or West
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at No. 4
10 days after last appearance of this before March 28, 1912, said date being
Wshington suggests that there may be
ern Union Telegraph company.
1:25 a. m
m
a.
No. 8
1:16
are
8
members
o'clock.
Visiting
too
the
such a thing as using
advertisement, said estray will be sold 10 days after last appearance of this
2:10 p. m.
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.

if

The Optic's Job Department is Equips
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

00

YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. t

J

2

Have --You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book

and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

XX

5
3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIN 2.

EIGHT

LAS VEGAS

1

With Your Next Order
For Groceries From The

HAVE THEM SEND YOU A COUPON BOOK

or 20 Dollars

For
AND GET A
2

CAN YOU BEAT THIS AND BE SAFE?

We pay on Demand CASH for COUPONS, less the
Two Percent Discount Which we Allowed You.

IKE DAVIS
On Account of the Storm, Butter and Eggs are
Higher, but our Price Remains the Same.

B.

35c For the Highest Grade Creamery Butter
30 cts. a Dozen lor Strictly Fresh Eggs.

I

THOSE
AFTER MEAL SIESTAS

WITH
CIGAR

or PIPE

IN EASY CHAIR
IF SAID

WILL BE FOUND MUCH MORE ENJOYABLE
MEALS

OF

CONSIST

OUR

QUALITY

GROCERIES

We Have Each Day
Hubbard Squash
Carrots

Turnips

Cabbage

Cauliflower

Parsley

Spinach
Celery

and California Head Lettuce.

J.

H,

LOCAL NEWS

ing at 5 o'clock from pneumonia. The
child was nine months old. The funeral occurred this afternoon.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Mrs. Aurelia Abeyta Cordova 1b
ported to be ill at her home on

re-

this afternoon.

the

William Frank received word today
from his son, William Frank, Jr., at
the Frank ranch in Union county stating that the stock losses from the recent blizzard which swept the southwest were heavy on his ranch and
other ranches in that section.
A big feature at the Browne Theater tonight, Uncle Tom's Cabin, in
three reels. A $50,000 reproduction
of Harriet Beecher Stowe's famous no
vel portrayed in pictures in three
parts. This is a famous reproduction
by the Vitagraph company. Admission 10 cents.
A. H. Lewis entered into his duties
as chief clerk in the Santa Fe su- lerintendent's office yesterday. Mr.
Lewis is successor to George Mariner,
who left yesterday afternoon for i
peka where he will be employed in
the general offices of the Santa Fe.
Mr. Lewis was formerly mine inspector of the first, second and third dis
tricts of Colorado with headquarters
at Trinidad. He is said to be a capable man and well able to hold down
the responsibilities of chief clerk.

GROCER,

house

This morning at the court

With the dispatchers making perfect
connections and celaring the road
and the engineers going the limit,
train No. 19 the California bound d
luxe, made up one hour and 15 minutes between
Junta and Albuquerque last night, pulling into the Duke
City on time. Of this time about 30
minutes was made up between Las Vegas and Lamy the hardest part of the
entire distance. No. 20, the Chicago
d eluxe, arrived in Las Vegas on time,
No. 19 carried 43 passengers, and the
travel eastbound was comparatively
light.
Freighters have brought to Las Vegas an account of the death of Mrs.
Julian Sandoval and her
son, which occurred near Fulton several days ago. The woman's husband
is lying at the point of death at Fulton and there is said to bt little hope
of his recovery.
According to the
story Sandoval, his wife and son,
who resided several miles from Fulton, ran out of supplies during the
recent severe snow storm. They
started to walk to the village to secure something to eat and some fuel.
The family was unable to get through
the deep drifts and all three were
badly frozen. The woman and child
died a short, time after being discovered but the man, it is thought, has
a slight chance of recovery.
ADVERTISED

LETTER LI8T.

Letters remaining uncalled for in
the East Las Vegas postofflce for th
week ending March 2, 1912: '

STEARNS
COMPLETE

A

TREATIES TODAY

JUST ARRIVED I
Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here

furai

Miss Georgie B. Graden, of I,amar,
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me- Colo., was united In marrige to Fred
morial church will hold a home bake- W. Owen of Raton. The ceremony
ry sale, Saturday afternoon, beginning was performed by Justice Pablo Vigil
at 2 o'clock, at Potter's Candy store. in the presence of some of the court
officials. Mr. Owen is a Santa Fe emHis bride is a pretty young
Miss Helen Rogers Smith, song lec- ploye.
woman.
They stole a march on their
Miss
turer, accompanied by
Jane
Walker will appear In concert in Las friends by coming to Las Vegas to
reVegas at the Y. M. C. A. hall, on be married. Mr. and Mrs. Owen
March 16, on the Santa Fe reading turned this afternoon to Raton, where
room circuit.
they will live.

The price of gasoline went up a
cent a, gallon yesterday, making the
price for automobile gas 22 cents.
Though this raise may seem small it
will, nevertheless, be noticed by the
owners of benzine buggies.

FINAL ACTION ON

Anadeo L. Rail, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Zacarias Rail,
THERE ARE OPPONENTS TO PROdied this morning at 8:30 o'clock at
POSED
AGREEMENTS
WITH
the home of the parents on the West
FRANCE AND ENGLAND.
with
Side, after a short sickness
was held
pneumonia. The
Washington, March 7. With final

West side.

2 PERCENT DISCOUNT

Percent Sounds Small: But Figures 24 Percent Per Annum
as you will use at Least a Book Each Month.

Mm

Francisco Mares, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Francisco Mares, died this morn-

Try a dram of Old Taylor bournon
ii the Opera Bar.

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

MARCH 7, 1912.
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Balvonado, Louiso; Brookly, Guy;
Cook, James K.; Ditrich, C. F.; Garcia, Miss Crusita; Garcia, Miss
,
Hall, W. A. M. Engr.;
Edwin; Lambert, Frank- Lynch,
Mrs. Roxey; Morrlos, Sr. Juan- MarMr. Vitor;
tinez, Abran; MartineT
Maestas Pedro; Marea, Mis3 .Tuanlta;
Maes, Miss Delfino; Naranjo, y.anas-qulta- ;
O'Brien, James; Padilla, Ms.
Romonclta; Roghers, I. H.; ScheU, A.
T.; Sena, Miss Emily; Venabides,
Sindd.
Francisco Martinez y; Valde
Mr.
Post card held for postage:
Alex Skilken, 46 Rogge St., Dayton,
Ohio.
Hol-man-

action on the arbitration treaties with
Great Britian and France definitely
fixed for late this afternoon, both the
advocates and the opponents of the
treaties in their unamended form
a very close vote on the crucial
provision contained in clause threj
of article three. Opponents claim this
clause does not delegate the senate's
treaty-makinpower to the pWpowC
oint high commission of inquiry, but
binds the senate to accept the commission's determinations,
which at first favored striking out
this clause, has shifted its view to
that of preference to have the treaties
oojectionable
left intact and
clauses virtually nullified by the
g
resolution,
Lodge ratification
full
the
it so as to preserve
constitutional treaty powers of the
senate.
Senator Root, speaking in advocacy
of ratification, quoted from the speech
of Secretary Knox at Cincinnati last
November, in which that official explained that such questions as the
Monroe doctrine and the exclusion of
immigrants were not included in the
conventions. Mr. Root said that as
Mr. Knox was one of the negotlatora
of the treaty these expressions were
a part of the record and binding on
the interpretation of it
Senator Borah sought to have the
view of President Taft in the same
connection, but Mr. Root declined to
permit him to do st
"Would not the interpretation of
the president be as Important, as that
of his secretary of state, if it were
exactly opposite?" interjected Senator
Bacon.
Mr. Root replied that it would be
competent as evidence, but added
that Mr. Knox's view was authoritative and that he proposed to stand
by it.
The amendment of the British treaty as first proposed by the foreign
relations committee to strike out
clause three, was adopted 42 to 40.
This clause was attacked on the
ground that it delegated the senate's
powers to
constitutional treaty-makinthereand
commission
the joint high
treaby bound the senate. The two
ties are identical.

We Can Show You Any Size or Width in all The New

REGAL MODELS
In'Button and fials, of Bo.h Black and Tan.

g

te

We are Sole Af nts in Las Vegas

'

And Wish to Call Your Attention to The

r This Make of Shoes
Fact That

You Can

Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price You
Pay For Them at The' Regal Shoe Stores in The East.

inter-pdetii.-

FOR YOIIK NEXT PAIR OF SHOES COME AND SEE

THE REGAL.
i

M. GREENBERGER.
MR. MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.

L

WE FURNISH
THE

L

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

g

WOMEN ON RAMPAGE

London, March 7. The
resumed their window smashing operations early today. A number of them
assembled in the neighborhood of the
large dry goods establishments in the
West end soon after dawn, and as
soon as the shutters were taken down,
attacked the plate glass with hammers which they carried concealed
beneath their cloaks. The women
selected the large windows in London
for their demonstration.
Passersby who witnessed the deWhen calling for the above pleas
monstration did not allow the sufask for "Advertise Letters."
F. O. BLOOD,
fragettes to escape, but detained them
until the police arrived on the scene.
Postmaster.
Six of them were arrested.

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier

Davis Vice President

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

j

suff'-agette-

-

-

ANTICIPATE

PACKAC

Your Furniture
Wants For Spring
We are assembling a large car in Chicago and by having same come in this
car you can save
ONE-THIR-

D

IS IT WORTH WHILE?

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY

J.

Every article contained
in one of our perfectly
laundered bundles represents the best results of
cleaning.
The color, finish, in fact,

every minor detail shows
the results of care and
skill.

C. JOHNSEN & SON
Las Vegas Steam

FOUR MINERS KILLED.

Vancouver, B. C, March 7. A gas
explosion in the Diamond Vale coal
mine at Nicola, 150 miles from Vancouver, has killed four men. Ten others are In the mine and their fate is
unknown.

Laundry
Phone Main

81

GOOD THINGS

AT

THE

HOUSE OF QUALITY
We Always Have
THE BEST OF EATABLES

The Graaf & Hay ward Co.

Store

Should be sown soon. Get your seed now and be ready. We have
pounds and pounds of the very best seed obtainable in the twenty
best colors, or all of these in splendid mixture. All at 5c per ounce
think of it a whole ounce for a nickel.
Here is the list. Make your selection.
DOROTHY ECKFORD, large white Mrs. E.KBNYON, primrose
LOTTIE ECKFORD, white tinted light blue
STELLA MORSE, apricot JANET SCOTT, pink
KATHERINE TRACY, beautiful light pink
PRINCE OF WALES, rose MISS WILLMOT, fine orange pink
CAPTAIN OF THE BLUES, purple
KING EDWARD VII., crimson scarlet NAVY BLUE
AURORA, pink and white striped BOREATTON, maroon
DUKE OF WESTMINSTER, purple
HELEN PIERCE, blue and white striped OTHELLO, maroon
LADY GRISEL HAMILTON, lavender
AND ALL OF THE ABOVE IN MIXTURE
Not grown in mixture but mixed by ourselves in just the right
proportion to give the best results.

DON'T FO KGET Only 5c per ovince

ONION
SON
PER.RY
Seedmert
The
L

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Progressive

Capital,'

Surplus, and Undivided' Profits $35,000

$100,000

bank adopt every desirable method of modern
While (his
it never loses sight oi that essential qualityi Absolute Safety

Interest Paid en

Time Deposits

COAL AMD WOOD

FOR RENT Modern five room house.
Inquire 825 Third street.

SWEET PEA SEED

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

THE JOLLY ICE MEN
Kansas City, March 7 Narly 300
delegates attended the opening of the
three days' convention of the Western
Ice manufacturers' association today.
Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa,
Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado and New
Mexico were represented.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

617 Douglas

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

FOR LENT
Cream Cheese
Camembert Cheese
Pickled Eels
Clams
Lobster, in tin
Lobster, in glass
Deviled Crabs
Bismarck Herring.in mustard
Rollmops
Kippered Herrings
Shrimp, Sardines
Golden Bloaters
Codfish

SMITE

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Main 21
D. W. C OND ON
W. P. Kennedy, aged 53 years, died
this morning at the New Mexico Hospital for the Insane. Mr. Kenuedy
was a resident of Roy and bad been
in the hospital for the past year. He
is survived by a wife and two children. Mrs. Kennedy and children are
expected to arrive In Las Vegas this
evening and will make arrangements
for the funeral. It is- not known
whether the funeral will occur In Las
Vegas or the body sent to Roy.
-

Mackerel

BOUCHER'S
P. S. Constant Supply of
Southern Fresh Vegetable

NUT

YOU CANNOT SUCCEED
Mrs. Housewife, In making good pies
or other good things unless you have
good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile

company has a large supply of pure,
home rendered lard. This cannot be
beat for quality. Try it and your
cooking that requires shortening
be excellent.

will

COAL STRIKE EXPECTED
New York, March 7. Fear of a
strike of the 180,000 anthracite coal

miners on April 1 has caused a rush
by consumers to get coal in storage
in preparation for a possible strikt.
In consequence, many dealers have
increased prices by $1 to $1.25 a ton.
The operators state the coal at the
mines now is selling at the regular;
March price. A flat refusal of the
miners' demands, which is to he made
by the operators at a joint conference
with the miners'committee next Tuesday, is expected to be followed by
certain modified demands on the part
of the miners that will lead to a general compromise and prevent a strike
on March 31 when the present working agreement expires. Some operators, it is now reported, are willing
to grant a five per cent increase in
wages.

